
An exciting, relevant and practical way to use your Primary Sports  
Premium Funding to improve outcomes for all pupils

Developing the Role of the  
PE Coordinator in Primary Schools

School sports partnership cic 

PE Coordinator Development & Training

With Ofsted looking closely at the impact of the Primary Sports  
Premium Funding, this training has been designed to support schools in  

developing capacity and sustainability within their PE provision.

Please see overleaf the modules in more detail hhh

h MODULE 1
High Quality  
Teaching &  
Learning

h MODULE 4
Assessment &  

Differentiation

h MODULE 2
The Role  
of the PE  

Coordinator

h MODULE 5
Leadership & 
Management

h MODULE 3
Inspiring, 

Motivating & 
Challenging Pupils 

“ Having been a PE coordinator for five years I 
felt I was an experienced PE leader. However, by the end 
of the 5-day course I felt I was an advanced PE leader 
because I gained the knowledge of how to lead my subject 
and make a difference to children and my colleagues.” 

“ Influential to me as a PE coordinator and has made me 
feel better and confident as a leader.”

“ A very useful course with plenty of opportunities to 
converse with other practitioners and share best practice.”

£250  
per module 

or buy 5 for 

£1,100



To book onto any of the above modules please complete the enclosed  
booking form or for more information please contact:

Primary Education Director 07525 857804 or email admin@ksspcic.co.uk

Whilst attending all 5 days is recommended and will help maximise the 
impact of the training, delegates may choose to attend as many or as few 
days as appropriate. This will be dependent on delegates own experiences, 
confidence in delivering high quality PE provision in school, individual 
professional development and performance management objectives.

MODULE 1: High Quality Teaching and Learning
This module focuses on identifying what high quality PE lessons look like, higher order 
questioning, developing an engaging curriculum, increasing subject knowledge and  
effective self-review.

MODULE 2: The Role of the PE Coordinator
This module provides delegates with knowledge about the role of the PE coordinator. 
Delegates will review their PE curriculum, and will be introduced to an overview of health and 
safety and risk assessment, creating safe and stimulating learning environments, and action 
planning for the next school year.

MODULE 3: Inspiring, Motivating and Challenging Pupils in PE
This module puts PE at the heart of the whole school, and explores developing a vision for PE 
in school and ways to recognise and reward successes. Delegates will look at identifying gifted 
and talented pupils and will explore using the inclusion spectrum to support S.E.N.D pupils. 

MODULE 4: Assessment and Differentiation
In this module, delegates will focus on why, what and how we assess for learning in PE.  
They will have the opportunity to observe pupils taking part in a PE lesson, and will consider 
the relevance of their observations back in their own schools.

MODULE 5: Leadership and Management
This module will support PE coordinators to develop their own leadership and management 
skills to drive impact within and beyond the PE curriculum. It will include self-evaluation of 
their own skills, goal setting, coaching and mentoring colleagues and accessing network 
support through working in small PE development groups. 

All of the above modules will be delivered by Angela Cotter, who is 
currently the Primary Education Director at Kingsbury School Sport 
Partnership CIC and works locally with our partner primary schools to 
ensure high quality PE and school sport experiences for their pupils. 
Angela has been a teacher in Birmingham schools for over 20 years, 
teaching in KS1 and KS2, and was a PE coordinator and Team Leader 
for Physical Education in addition to her class teacher role.
Angela was a Primary PE Teaching and Learning Consultant 
and Lead Practitioner with Birmingham Advisory Service for many years, and 
continued to perform this role with The Learning and Assessment Service available to 
Birmingham schools. She is also a National Faculty Tutor with Youth Sport Trust, delivering 
on their Primary PE programmes. 
Angela has worked with over 25 schools in the past 2 years delivering this programme of 
support, with PE coordinators reporting on how valuable this has been in impacting on their 
success in their role in school.


